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The Joy of ClojureManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		The Joy of Clojure, Second Edition is a deep look at the Clojure language. Fully updated for Clojure 1.6, this new edition goes beyond just syntax to show you the "why" of Clojure and how to write fluent Clojure code. You'll learn functional and declarative approaches to programming...
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Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better Tools, Second Edition provides readers with an understanding of the scripting languages that are commonly used when developing tools for penetration testing, also guiding users through specific examples of custom tool development and the situations where such tools might be used.

...
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Test-Driven Java Development - Second Edition: Invoke TDD principles for end-to-end application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will teach the concepts of test driven development in Java so you can build clean, maintainable and robust code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the most popular TDD tools and frameworks and become more proficient in building applications
	
			Create applications with better code...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The PHP language and PostgreSQL database server have long offered an ideal blend of practicality and power for both the novice and experienced programmer alike. Yet the continued evolution of both technologies makes them better suited to drive enterprise-class applications than ever before. In Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From...
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Programming Language Pragmatics, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
"Michael Scott's book could have been entitled: Why Programming Languages Work. It takes a fresh look at programming languages by bringing together ideas and techniques usually covered in disparate language design, compiler, computer architecture, and operating system courses. Its comprehensive and integrated presentation of language...
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Beginning C++ Through Game Programming, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Cutting-edge computer games rival the best that Hollywood has to offer in visual effects, musical score, and pure adrenaline rush. But games are a form of entertainment unlike any other; they can keep players glued to their monitors for hours on end. What sets games apart and makes them so engrossing is interactivity. In a computer game, you...
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C++ Database DevelopmentMIS Press, 1994

	Learn the fundamentals of creating and using object oriented databases with C++ Database Development, 2nd Edition. This comprehensive guide covers the history and principles of database management, advanced techniques for designing and writing C++ persistent object database programs, and using PARODY the Persistent, Almost-Relational...
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Codin' for the Web: A Designer's Guide to Developing Dynamic Web SitesNew Riders Publishing, 2006

	EVEN THE MOST SKILLED WEB DESIGNERS can find the complexities of creating a full-functioned Web site to be a daunting task. Here to help designers create sites that not only work, but work well and are easy to update and maintain is an easy-to-read guide to Web programming basics from best-selling author Charles Wyke-Smith. Just as architects...
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Writing Excel Macros: Automating Excel to Work for YouO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Microsoft Excel is an enormously powerful and flexible application. Yet despite its powerful feature set, there is a great deal that Excel either does not allow you to do or does not allow you to do easily through its user interface. And in spite of Excel's reputation as the most widely used spreadsheet application, the majority...
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Pro JavaFX 8: A Definitive Guide to Building Desktop, Mobile, and Embedded Java ClientsApress, 2014

	In Pro JavaFX 8 expert authors show you how to use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll discover how you can use this powerful Java-based UI platform, which is capable of handling large-scale data-driven business applications for PC as well as now mobile and embedded devices.


	Covering the...
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KNIME EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Perform accurate data analysis using the power of KNIME


	Overview

	
		Learn the essentials of KNIME, from importing data to data visualization and reporting
	
		Utilize a wide range of data processing solutions
	
		Visualize your final data sets using KNIME’s powerful data...
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